Circular

Please find enclosed the E-mail received from Dr. Pawan Bhardwaj JSO, National Crime Records Bureau regarding information of a missing boy. Heads of schools of Delhi are requested to go through the details of the boy as given in the enclosed letter and inform to the above organization if such a student is missing from their school under information to School Branch.

Encl. As above

( DR.A.K. SAXENA )
O.S.D. (SCHOOLS)

All Heads of schools through DEL-E
No. DE.23(362)/Sch.Br./Vol. II/ 35 2

Dated: 11/3/2011

Copy to:-
1. PS to Secretary(Education)
2. PS to Director(Education)
4. All RDEs
5. All DDEs(District)/EOs
6. OS(IT) to please paste it on the website
7. Guard File

( DR.A.K. SAXENA )
O.S.D. (SCHOOLS)
To: The Director (Education)  

Sir,

Subject: Information regarding a Missing boy.

This Bureau maintains the record of missing persons and unidentified dead bodies. Information of an unidentified dead body of a boy aged about 17-18 years, wearing school uniform (white shirt and blue trousers) was reported to this Bureau on 09.08.2010. The cause of death was train accident. In a school bag, a note book was found on which the student's name was mentioned as Mukesh, Class X Roll No. 34, subject Sanskrit.

It is requested that the above details may please be verified from your records and intimate the Bureau about any information available with you so that the parents may be informed accordingly. This matter may please be treated as most urgent. Reply may also be sent to cr@ncrb.nic.in.

Thanking you,

Yours faithful,

(Dr. Pawan Bhardwaj)  
JSO (Recor...
Subject: Information reg Missing boy Mukesh.

From: Crime Records <cr@ncrb.nic.in>

Date: Monday, February 21, 2011 12:59 pm

To: P KRISHNAMURTIY <diredu@nic.in>

National Crime Records Bureau
Crime Records branch

Sir,

Please find attached herewith a doc file seeking information regarding a boy namely Mukesh.

Regards,

(Dr. Pawan Bhardwaj)
JSO, NCRB